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1976. Since 1978 we have been an autonomous publication, independent 
Canadian University Press (CUP) , a syndicate of student newspapers that 
includes papers from all across Canada. 
of the student union. We are a registered society under the Society Act of 
British Columbia, governed by an eight-person board of directors appointed 
by and from our staff. Our head office is located in the New Westminster 
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Paper or plastic? 
Cody Klyne . 
Edijor in Choef 
Change is a comin' Canada. While, as an indebted twenty-something, carrying anything 
more than a pair <>f wrinkly $20 bills 
at a time means I'm probably on my 
return trip from the biannual voyage to 
the h<>ttle depot, there are peopfe who 
have the prominence-or lofty line of 
credit-to make it rain C notes at the 
drop of a hat. And so, to those who are 
first in line to feel the effects of the 
"technological advances" being made 
by the bigwigs over at the Bank of 
Canada I ask: paper or plastic? 
With a new line of plastic notes 
on the way, first announced back in 
March of this year, it seems regardless 
which side of the fence you find 
yourself on, you don't really have 
much of a choice. As alluded to at 
the beginning of this article, the first 
paper pesos on the chopping block 
is the almighty $100 bill. Given that 
many businesses are already refusing 
to accept the note in its current form, 
it's the obvious guinea pig for a much 
needed facelift. The new polymer 
incarnation, rolling out sometime 
next month, is for all purposes the 
Robocop of the currency world. No, 
not dangerous, well-spoken and sexy: 
impressive, futuristic and secure. With 
more bells and whistlers worked into 
this sci-fi inspired slip of plastic than 
you can shake a stick at-its unibody 
design, raised ink, security windows, 
hidden numbers, and images-the 
next generation of counterfeiters most 
certainly have their work cut out for 
them. The plastic treatment starts at 
$100, but it won't stop there. 
Expected sometime in March of 
next year, the new $50 note will make 
its debut before you know it; with 
$20,$10, and $5 bills following suit 
in late 2013. If you remember a time 
when our pockets were significantly 
lighter thanks to having a few more 
bills in our roster, and fewer coins, 
you're aware that refreshing currency 
on a national level isn't a new concept 
in Canada. That said, while this 
announcement pales in comparison 
to the impact that the toonie had on 
the nation when it first hit the scene 
\>ack in 1995-is anyone else still 
fascinated at the obvious laziness in 
the name toonie?-this change from 
cotton-blend to chic frou-frou plastic 
is, well, worth note. 
Later days, 
CodyK.lyne 
Editor in chief 
The Other Press 
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Douglas College goes green 
Over the past few years, many of us have noticed the "green" changes that Canadian 
society has undergone. This "Green 
Movement" (as it's described by the 
Green Party of Canada) has been 
popularized in the past couple of years 
, with many items, such as Dasani 
bottled water, now .advertised as "less 
plastic" and "eco-friendly." Douglas 
College has also been keeping up 
with this green trend. The cafeteria 
has changed many of its disposable 
products as eco-friendly, and Douglas 
College facilities and students are 
taking a more active role when it comes 
to being environmentally friendly. 
About three years ago, the first 
environmentally dangerous product 
that the cafeteria stopped using was 
styrofoam. According to the Earth . 
Resource Foundation, styrofoam takes 
100 years to naturally break down in 
a landfill, making the material causes 
dangerous health effects, and when 
in landfills it can be destructive to the 
environment (see www.earthresource. 
org/campaigns/capp/ capp-styrofoam. 
html). As an alternative, the cafeteria 
is now using cups made of sugar cane 
paper. This product is both compostable 
and a renewable resource. In addition, 
the cafeteria switched their plastic 
providers so that the new plastic (i.e. 
plastic food containers) is now BPI 
certified (Biodegradable Plastics 
Institute). The new containers are 
made from recycled plastics and are 
suitable for compost. Additional green-
minded changes in the cafeteria include 
recycling, instead of disposing of, the 
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oil in the deep fryer and, in the future, 
an on campus compost collector. 
In previous months, the DSU has 
worked on banning water bottles on 
campus. They did this by promoting 
and giving out reusable water bottles to 
students who signed the petition to ban 
plastic water bottles. While the college 
still does not have an answer for the 
signed petition, it is likely that there 
will be events similar to this one in the 
future. 
Another environmental c_hange the 
New West campus has made is adding 
greenery, benches, and walkways to the 
roof of the college. Having this roof 
helps the college to reduce energy costs 
during the summer by using the plants 
to absorb sunlight (instead of concrete) 
thus making the building cooler. Other 
advantages include reducing noise, 
increasing roof life, and adding more 
functional space. 
Douglas College has even worked 
towards improving the quality of the 
indoor air. Instead of using chemical . 
cleaners, the college are now certified 
by a brand called Green Seal, which 
is "an organization that encourages 
companies to develop greener products 
and services." The college's cleaning 
crews have switched to microfibre 
cloths because they allow no chemicals 
to be needed. 
Adding to this change, the college 
has added more facilities to recycle 
coffee cups, paper, plastics, etc. It's 
recommended that students look out 
for these opportunities to recycle 
instead of just tossing recycled material 
in the trash. If done by everyone, 
doing simple things like this can help 
dramatically reduce the amount of 
unnecessary items in the garbage that 
the college accumulates. For more 
information on "green tips," check out 
the Douglas College website. 
About New Westminster skytrain station construction 
By Maria Asselin-Roy, 
Staff Reporter 
Chances are if you take the SkyTrain to Douglas College's New West campus, you have 
noticed the massive projects that have 
taken place there over the past few 
months . Planning for this project began 
in 2005 , with the actual construction 
beginning in 2010. So what exactly is 
SkyTrain stations across Vancouver. 
Residents of New Westminster 
and students of Douglas College can 
look forward to a movie theatre being 
opened up in this new retail space. 
Landmark Cinemas will have 10 
cinemas , be open every day, and will 
be showing major motion pictures. 
The retail space will also be home to 
a ne'Y Shoppers Drug Mart, Safeway, 
RBC , CIBC, Bell Mobility, Flight 
"New Westminster Station will be integrating 200,000 square feet of 
retail space within the SkyTrain station, the bus terminal, and the four 
resident towers nearby." 
being constructed here? It will change 
the SkyTrain station completely. 
New Westminster Station will be 
integrating 200,000 square feet of retail 
space within the SkyTrain station, the 
bus terminal, and the four resident 
towers nearby. This is a $60 million 
project, which is a part of the $250 
million development in the area. 
In 2005, commercial developers 
discussed the concern over the amount 
of criminal activity taking place 
around SkyTrain stations such as New 
Westminster. Typically, in areas where 
there are more people there is less crime. 
The construction of this project is meant 
to revitalize downtown New Westminster, 
and turn the SkyTrain station into a 
community setting where people can 
feel safe. This project is meant to be an 
example of future retail projects at other 
Centre, Wind Mobile , International 
News Station, and more. Various food 
spaces will also be opening due to 
this development. Students can look 
forward to easily grabbing Megabite 
Pizza,A&W, Starbucks Coffee, sushi, 
Subway, Extreme Pita, and Bread 
Garden. 
Currently, New Westminster is 
home to about 95,000 people, and it 
is expected to grow to almost 111 ,000 
by 2012. Incorporating the number of 
residents, over 100,000 people pass 
through New Westminster Skytrain 
station every week. If you are interested 
in viewing how the station will look 
once construction is completed, there 
is a seven minute video on YouTube 
showing what the finished project 
will look like. (www.youtube.com/ 
watch ?v=lnfnxRkximl) 
-------~~-------
Despite new federal rules Feds reject proposal to sell energy drinks in pharmacies only 
By Lee Richardson 
CUP Ontario Bureau Chief 
TORONTO (CUP)- Students won't 
be forced to visit a pharmacy to buy 
energy drinks after certain proposed 
r~;gulations were recently turned down 
by the federal government, though 
consumers will see some smaller 
changes to familiar products over the 
next couple of years. 
Federal Health Minister Leona 
Aglukk:aq announced on Oct. 6 new 
regulations surrounding the creation 
and sale of energy drinks across the 
country - though the products will still 
be available in the same stores in which 
consumers can currently find them. 
The initial recommendation to restrict 
the sale of energy drinks to pharmacies 
originated from a Health Canada 
expert panel that issued a report that 
also suggested energy drinks should 
be renamed "stimulant drug containing 
drinks." 
"I think the question is not 'Should 
these be sold on university campuses?' 
but 'How should they be sold?"' said 
Toronto Public Health dietitian Didem 
Varol. "There's pretty much enough 
New club at Douglas paints campus red 
By Maria Asselin-Roy, 
Staff Reporter 
D ouglas offers a club for practically everyone; there are clubs for mathematics, 
politics, the environment, you name it. 
But what about something to clear the 
stress away, that involves exercising 
and shooting (but not harming!) 
your fellow students? For a time, 
Douglas didn't have a club like this. 
So, on September 14'\Alan Radziwil 
successfully chartered the Douglas 
College Paintball Club. 
Radziwil, the founder and 
president of the club, has been 
promoting the paintball club mainly at 
the David Lam campus, however there 
is also a club posting with the ability 
to join on Douglife. The paintba11 club 
has only been around for a few weeks, 
and in such a short time, the club 
already has 55 members, with more 
and more coming in. "The group has 
just exploded so far," Radziwil says . 
"We are hoping to get a few more 
people so that we can set up an event 
for the end of the month." Currently, 
there is no limit for the number of 
students who can join. 
Since the club has just began, 
there have been no meetings or events 
as of yet. Down the road, Radziwil 
says that there will be some meetings 
in order to see how many students are 
interested in participating in paintba11 
events. 
The club will most likely 
be playing both bush and indoor 
paintball. "Due to the fact that we 
live in beautiful British Columbia, 
most weekends it will be raining, and 
having the opportunity to play indoor 
paintball is great," Radziwil says. 
The cost of the game will differ 
between each student. Radziwil 
is working on costs with different 
paintball fields to see if he can get 
student discounts. Normally, the 
game costs between $50 to $60 for 
100 paintballs and rental gear. So far, 
Radziwil has managed to find places 
that offer 50 per cent discounts for 
students in the club. 
"When you're getting stressed 
~bout school, exams, relationships, 
work, and things like that, it's great 
because not only are you getting your 
adrenaline fix for the week, but time 
flies when you're playing the game." 
Like any club Douglas offers, the 
paintball club is great for meeting 
new people. Many of the clubs at 
Douglas are school related, because 
of this Radziwil says that "students 
might want something that doesn't 
make them think about school. We 
spend so much time at school, doing 
homework and studying, on the 
weekends students should try to have 
fun ... and this is a totally different way 
for students to have fun." 
To join, students can contact 
Alan Radziwil either at David Lam 
or through the Douglife clubs and 
organizations web page . There is no 
entrance fee, so if you are looking to 
try something new while meeting new 
people, give the paintball club a try! 
consensus out there to say, 'Look, 
this is something that we should take 
with caution, so if we're going to offer 
these on campuses, what can we do to 
make sure that harm is minimized to 
students?"' 
Despite the rejection of the panel's 
initial pharmacy-sale recommendations, 
Health Canada has passed new 
regulations that will limit the amount of 
caffeine in energy drinks to 180 mg in 
a single serving. As the government's 
decision now considers energy drinks as 
foods instead of natural health products, 
new labels indicating nutritional 
information are now required. Warnings 
highlighting the health concerns of 
mixing the drinks with alcohol will also 
have to be present. 
"It might be wise to not let them 
be sold in bars because that seems 
to be the big prol:>lem," suggested 
Ryerson University early childhood 
education student Meagan Salsbury. "If 
they're that concerned, I think it would 
make more sense to make them [only 
available to those] 18 and over, like 
cigarettes." 
Labels will also have to indicate 
the amount of caffeine in the product. 
The new regulation of energy drinks as 
a food means that they can be subjected 
to stricter government rulings. 
''To really consider it as a drug 
and to treat it the same way is, I think, 
a bit ludicrous," said Ryerson early 
childhood education student Thomas 
De Mayo, referring to the initial· 
Health Canada recommendations. "It's 
technically correct, but it's like saying 
that doughnuts are a drug because it has 
sugar and sugar affects you." 
The new regulations also dictate 
that the companies that produce energy 
drinks will have to let Health Canada 
know of any consumer complaints 
regarding their drinks, as well as 
provide more information around the 
sale and consumption of the drinks. 
"I get where they're coming from, 
but I don't think it's that big of a deal," 
said Ryerson business management 
student Anthony Volpe. "It's consumers 
that are doing it wrong, not the 
producers or the sellers - so the 
regulation is smart." 
Energy drink companies will 
be expected to meet the new federal 
regulations over the next 18 to 24 months. 
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Wake me up before you go-go 
Part two In a tribute to 80s music 
By Naomi Ambrose 
Looking to get down with some soulful sounds? Look no further than the decade of mega-teased 
hair, shoulder pads, neon, and Flocks of 
Seagulls-the 80s. Last week, I went 
through my top picks from number 10 
to 6, and here are my favourite five 
songs of the 1980s. 
5. A Different Comer 
By George Michael I WHAM 
Release date: April2, 1986 
US Hot 100 Billboard number: 7 
Beautifully arranged, written, and 
sung by George Michael, the beauty of 
this song lies in Michael's melodious 
and soothing vocals, as well the chords 
produced with the keyboard. Simon 
Bates, a UK disc jockey, first aired A 
Different Comer on Radio1; he rated 
the song so highly that he immediately 
played it again from the beginning. 
Keep playing that saxamaphone 
The Arts at One presents the jazz-based Douglas College UtUe Night Band 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
Last Thursday's Arts at One peiformers took to polishing some brass in the Laura C. 
Muir Theatre. Performing covers by 
several artists in multiple styles, the 
Douglas College Little Night Band 
brandished some of the finest tunes for 
(drums), and Chris Pallot (percussion). 
· Throughout the afternoon's 
seven-song lineup, each of these 
talented musicians (and in some cases, 
Douglas College faculty and alumni) 
were at one point or another given the 
spotlight. From the soulful sax solos 
in the opening swing piece "In Your 
Mellophone" by Tom Kubis and the 
"The Little Night Band's performance was without a doubt one of the 
best of the semester's concert series so far." 
an afternoon of swing, funk, and fusion 
jazz. Under the direction of Blair 
Fisher, this 11-piece jazz ensemble 
managed to blow away the entire 
audience one piece right after the other. 
Even though this is the third 
performance for the condensed form 
of what is regularly known as the 18-
piece Night Band, the group has been 
together for a number of years, taking 
first place in the Open Class at the 
1986 Canadian Stage Band Festival, 
and making appearances at a number 
of additional festivals over the years. 
Of its many members, Thursday's 
perforffiance consisted of Bill Runge 
(alto and soprano sax), Dave Say 
(tenor sax and flute), Jerry Cook 
(baritone sax), Garth Balint (trumpet 
and flugelhom), Terry Keller (trumpet 
and flugelhom), Brian Thompson 
(trombone), Roy Sluyter (piano), 
Cameron Hood (bass), Bob Caldwell 
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intense fusion-based "Sunflower" by 
Mike Crotty, to the blistering drum 
solo in Jim Cifelli's Coltrane tribute, 
"Bullet Trane." Additional pieces 
included the amusingly titled "Totally 
Outta Nowhere, Dude!" by Kubis, and 
the genre defining showstopper "Salsa 
Fundamentals" by Gordon Goodwin. 
The Little Night Band's 
performance was without a doubt one 
of the best of the semester's concert 
series so far. Fisher said it best when 
he stated, "As musicians, we all 
[share this] in common: we love jazz, 
and we love to play." The group fed 
their eager audience a sheer sense of 
delighted bliss, something we couldn't 
get enough of. All in all, the show 
was a fantastically fun way to relax in 
between classes, and I can only hope 
the Douglas College Little Night Band 
will soon return to our humble campus' 
Muir stage. 
4. Burning down the House 
By Talking Heads 
Release date: 1983 
US Hot 100 Billboard number: 9 
This song's popularity increased 
when it was featured prominently in 
the movie Revenge of the Nerds. Also, 
it makes great use of the drums after 
the famous line "Burning down the 
House." The musicians use the electric 
guitar and the synthesizer brilliantly. 
Whenever I watch the video, I see 
myself as one of the group members 
wearing the white suit with the cool 
black sunglasses, jamming away to the 
pulsating effects of these instruments. 
3. Bad Boy 
By Gloria Estefan and the Miami 
Sound Machine · 
Release date: August 1985 (UK) 
US Hot 100 Billboard number: 8 
This is definitely a fun-filled 
and rhythmic song that Estefan sings 
with passion and soul. You can hear 
the fantastic arrangement with the 
saxophone, electric guitar, drums, and 
xylophone which sounds rather groovy 
especially towards the end. "Bad Boy" 
was also the title track on the film 
Three Men and a Baby. 
2. Hands to Heaven 
By Breathe 
Release date: 1987 
US Hot 100 Billboard number: 2 
This song is a great example of 
soothing music from the 1980s because 
of the beautiful and harmonious 
musical arrangements with the 
saxophone, drums, and cello. It is also 
beautifully written. David Glasper, 
the lead singer, sings with passion and 
emotion. And of course, I also see the 
beauty in the arrangement of the facial 
features of the band's lead singer. This 
arrangement definitely adds an ode to 
my joy! 
1. Can't Stay Away From You 
By Gloria Estefan 
Release date: January 1988 
US Hot 100 Billboard number: 6 
The song is a pensive ballad sung 
from the perspective of a woman who 
is in love with someone who doesn't 
feel the same, but she is unwilling 
to walk away from their relationship 
because she does not want it to end. 
You can also hear the great arrangement 
with the keyboard and chimes. Estefan 
does a great job on lead vocals as she 
sings with passion and emotion. 
We got our kicks to a hell of a beat 
Foster the People pump up the kicks at the Commodore Ballroom 
By Allie Davison, Staff Writer 
L ast Monday, I was a little apprehensive about attending Foster the People 's second 
show of the same night (the first sold-
out show had been at 7:30p.m.), but 
luckily they did not disappoint, as 
the crowd belted out lyrics from their 
opening song, "Houdini," to their set 
experience; theirs was the smallest, 
most overcrowded show of the festival; 
the sound kept cutting out, and Foster's 
attempt at awkward audience banter 
was just awful. However, that was back 
in May, and they have clearly come 
a long way since. Fresh from their 
appearance on Saturday Night Live 
(where Kenny G performed sax for 
"Houdini") just two days before, Foster 
"All of my favourites-"! Miss You," "I Would Do Anything," and "Call 
It What You Want" -were clearly recognizable, and I was able to dance 
up a storm with the other fans on the packed dance floor." 
ender, "Helena Beat." 
Front man Mark Foster (vocals, 
keyboards, piano, synthesizers, guitar, 
percussion) and his People, Mark 
Pontius (drums and extra percussion) 
and Cubbie Fink (bass and backing 
vocals), have finally neared the end of 
a year-long tour that, if anything, has 
only made them better. 
When I saw Foster the People 
earlier this year at the Sasquatch 
Music Fest, it was a rather painful 
the People was full of mad energy and 
slick dance moves Monday night. 
The relatively unheard of band 
The Cults opened for Foster at the 
Commodore. Although I had just 
been listening to The Cults earlier that 
evening, I found them extremely hard 
to recognize live-possibly due to their 
poor sound system. Although their hit 
song "Go Outside" is currently one 
of my favourites, I nearly missed it 
altogether. 
Baby of mine 
Does Sarah Zarr's latest live up to her previous 
award-winning novels? 
By Livia Turnbull 
I like to read Young Adult fiction; there:s something about the way it's written that differentiates it from other classifications of its type. It allows for a variety of books out 
there to have that multiple-demographic appeal you can't always 
find in strict adult or children's books. As I found on a trip to a 
bookstore over Thanksgiving weekend, Sara Zarr's How to Save 
a Life tries just so ~o be one of those books. 
How to Save a Life focuses largely on two girls: Jill 
MacSweeny and Mandy Kalinowski. Jill has recently lost her 
father, and her mother is adopting a baby as a means of coping 
with loss. Mandy, on the other hand, is a pregnant teenager 
heading oyer to Denver, wishing to participate in an open 
adoption. This open adoption is going to affect everybody: Jill 
believes you cannot replace one death with another's life so soon 
and Mandy wants her baby to grow up in a good family. Over 
the course of the novel these two girls must learn to accept their 
new lives, and find ways to handle the changes that are taking 
place. 
I've never read any of Zarr's previous works, but to me this 
book felt rather harmless. In a different time and place, subjects 
like death, adoption, and teen pregnancy might have been 
considered controversial to write about, but in 2011 it just seems 
so ordinary. I suppose it could be considered controversial for an 
Evangelical Christian-like Zarr-to write about such subjects, 
but this book makes barely any effort to stand out from other 
Young Adult books of its kind. 
The characters are realistic, albeit somewhat predictable, in 
the ways they deal with their trials. Still, I can tell that Zarr is 
trying to send a message-even though it too is predictable-
about being yourself and not shutting out the world around you. 
This message is handled well, but at some points it seems to be a 
little over the top in its delivery. 
This book might be a good choice for people who want 
something to read whilst unwinding from midterms-that is, if 
they aren't sick of books already. For the most part though, How 
to Save a Life desperately yearns to be a classic, yet won't reach 
past shelf-filler status. 
Thankfully, Foster the People 
didn't have that issue. All of my 
favourites- "I Miss You," "I Would 
Do Anything,'' and "Call It What You 
Want"- were clearly recognizable, and 
I was able to dance up a storm with the 
other fans on the packed dance floor. 
As Foster the People left the 
stage-after playing through the 
majority of their album Torches-a 
cheer of "Pumped Up Kicks" started 
filling the room, getting louder and 
louder as the minutes passed. Not long 
after, the group ran back on stage and 
to perform their biggest hit, the song of 
the summer, "Pumped Up Kicks." 
Overall, the show was excellent. 
It was at my favourite venue, the 
bands didn't take unbelievably long in 
between sets, and, most importantly, 
the music was spectacular. It was 
one of those concerts that truly make 
you believe music can fix all of your 
problems, because when you're there 
listening to them, problems don't exist; 
definitely a night to remember. 
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The write stuff 
What to expect from the 24th Vancouver International Writers Festival 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
For the past 24 years, writers hailing from all over have been making their way to the 
Vancouver International Writers 
Festival (VIWF). Operating under 
the aim of providing literary events 
to Vancouver's reading crowd (with 
an emphasis on young adults), the 
non-profit VIWF has built its way up 
to being one of the largest literature 
festivals in Canada. This year, nearly 
100 respected authors will be the 
subjects of 70 events happening over 
the course of six days, from October 
18-23. 
Writers from all forms of literate . 
media will be making appearances . 
One such person is Nova Scotia's Kate 
Beaton; creator of the popular web 
comic Hark! A Vagrant. Another is 
Russell Banks, whose novel The Sweet 
Hereafter (1991) was adapted into an 
Academy Award-nominated film, and 
will be promoting his latest book, Lost 
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Memory of Skin. Then there's Martin 
Espada, whose last collection of poetry 
(The Republic of Poetry (2006)) was 
a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize, and 
will also be promoting his latest work, 
The Trouble Ball. Espada will also be 
making an appearance at the Douglas 
College Literature Alive event this 
Wednesday afternoon (details below). 
Taking place throughout Granville 
Island, the VIWF intends for its 
audiences to listen and interact with 
the authors in intimate and casual 
settings. The events are organized from 
solo author-focused presentations to 
discussions between multiple authors, 
often under a theme. Some examples 
of these events are the aptly titled An 
Intimate Evening with Russell Banks; 
Crime Time, featuring a round table 
. discussion between crime ~titers Stuart 
MacBride, Denise Mina, Ian Rankin 
(all based in Scotland), Peter Robinson 
(Ontario), and newcomer Wayne 
Arthurson (Alberta); and Polyphony, 
where several authors (Pauline 
Holdstock, Steven Price, Michael V. 
Smith, and Timothy Taylor all based 
in BC) will be reading select portions 
from their debut novels . 
Another important event to make 
note of is the Governor General's 
Award Party (details below). The Award 
Party is both the festivai's closing 
event and a celebration for the 75'h 
anniversary of the Governor General's 
Award-the highest recognition a 
writer can receive in Canada. Four past 
winners (Joan MacLeod, John Pass, 
John Vaillant (all based in BC), and 
Nino Ricci (Ontario)) will be making 
presentations, reading from their 
award-winning books, discussing how 
the prize has affected their careers, and 
commenting on the concept of awards 
in literary culture; the event will be 
hosted by Hal Wake, VIWF's current 
Artistic Director. 
When all is said and done though, 
that will not mean the end of the 
VIWF's hand in local events for the 
year. Taking place after the festival 
will be four major events featuring 
authors and cultural figures Anthony 
Bourdain (October 29), David Sedaris 
(November 5), Wade Davis (November 
10), and finally, Chuck Palahniuk 
(November 30), who will be promoting 
his latest novel, Damned. 
Make sure to keep in the know by 
visiting www.writersfest.bc.ca and get 
tickets for al~ these epic events (yes, 
there are still tickets) before it's too 
late! 
What: Literature Alive with Martin Espada 
Where: Douglas College, New West 
campus,Rm. 3343 
When: October 19@ 8 p .m. 
Cost: Free! 
What: Governor General 's Award Party 
Where: Waterfront Theatre, 1412 
Cartwright Street (Granville Island) 
When: October 23 @ 8 p.m. 
Cost: $19 ($2 off for students with 
valid ID) 
New book celebrates Mint Records' 20th anniversary 
An unlikely anniversary for an Improbable label 
c....::a 
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Spinning the wheel Oh Fortune 
Does Dan Mangan hit bankrupt on his latest album? 
By Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer 
000 .:) ~ 
0 h Dan, what have you done? Mr. Mangan's latest offering was released in late September and 
is ... not completely unpleasant, but it's 
certainly different. Right off the bat, the 
warmth of his previous efforts is just not 
there . Oh Fortune is a moody album, 
and all one needs to do to recognize 
this is to take a peek at the album list. 
With songs such as "If I Am Dead" and 
"Regarding Death and Dying," there was 
really little hope for the casual listener 
· merely seeking a catchy tune. 
The lyrics can be downright 
depressing at times; perfect music for 
those in a cruddy mood. For those who 
are seeking the latest robot love song 
though, I am saddened to report that 
there is no track on this album even 
remotely resembling his previous hit. 
Think The Beatles' radical changes 
from album to album-except not as 
successfully done. 
Stepping back from my equally 
moody tone, it has to be said that the 
new album is not a total failure. Mangan 
has certainly tried to experiment with 
his sound, and while they may not be to 
the liking of everyone, the album has its 
merits. After about the fifth run-through, 
I began to like-or at least understand-
the music for what it is. As soon as you 
stop comparing it to what he has done 
in the past, it becomes quite a passable 
collection of songs. The feeling takes 
some getting used to, but at the end of 
the day it's still Dan Mangan and his 
unique gravelly voice, and how can you 
pass that up? 
The album is fine, just not quite my 
cup of tea; music is about appreciating 
new things after all. I used to hate 
classical music, but that doesn't mean 
it's bad by any means. Give Dan a 
chance and Oh Fortune a listen or two. 
It's quite possible that even then you 
will still dislike it, but at least you may 
see where he was coming from on this 
one. 
If you're just looking for the best 
song on the record, I would probably 
have to recommend "Rows of Houses." 
Keep in mind though that this song is 
unique and doesn't sound much like 
anything else he's done. 
By Will Johnson - The Ubyssey 
(University of British Columbia) 
VANCOUVER (CUP) - In the late 
1980s, Randy Iwata and Bill Baker 
were a pair of UBC students working 
at their university radio station. 
They liked to party, they li!ced good 
music and they had no idea they 
were about to create one of the most 
successful and enduring record labels 
in Vancouver's independent music 
scene. 
But now their story has been 
immortalized in Fresh at Twenty: 
The Oral History of Mint Records. 
The creative force behind such acts 
as the New Pomographers,Neko 
Case, the. Evaporators, Hot Panda, the 
Smugglers, and The Pack A.D. finally 
have a chance to tell their story, in 
their own words. 
The pair are humble about how far 
they've come. 
"We haven't had a very exciting 20 
years, I think it's safe to say," Iwata 
said in the first interview of the book. 
"Like, it's not the Motley Criie book, 
you know?" he added. 
But their rabid fan base, 
including Fresh's author Kaitlin 
Fontana, begs to differ. The nearly 
400-page book details every step (and 
misstep) Iwata and Baker took along 
the way, and illustrates what a unique 
and revolutionary musical force they 
have become. 
Starting with a punk riot at Expo '86, 
1\ 
Fresh tracks the pair through their 
univ.ersity years, and introduces us 
to the larger-than-life chara~ters that 
helped shape the local music scene. 
One of those characters is Nardwuar 
the Human Serviette, who wrote the 
foreward to the book and still has a 
regular radio show at CiTR. 
"Mint Records never really should 
have stood a chance. Both Satanists 
and art legends alike would have 
found the notion to base an indie 
record company out of Vancouver 
frankly stupid," Nardwuar wrote. 
"But Mint Records is still in the game 
after 20 years and 160 releases." 
In their first ad for the label, which 
appeared in Discorder magazine, 
Mint advertised themselves this way: 
"We love trash. We're the unhappy 
folks at Mint Records. Anything dirty 
or dingy or dusty. Vancouver's newest 
label. Anything ragged or rotten or 
rusty. We're accepting demos . Yes we 
love trash." 
But for the fans that have made 
Mint the musical powerhouse it is, 
their music is anything but trash. 
Whether you've followed Mint since 
the early days or you've never heard 
of them before, Fresh at TWenty is 
a fast-paced look at a golden age of 
Canadian popular music that still 
thrives today. 
And if that's not enough to sell it, the 
book also comes with a free playlist 
sampling of Mint's artists. 
Party on. 
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Warding off morning chills 
By Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer 
I t's Monday morning. Your alarm blares. Before you realize what is happening, an unamused fist 
snakes out from beneath your sheets 
and belts the snooze button a good 
one. Five more minutes of comfort. 
Five more minutes of cozy, warm, 
delectable moments wrapped in a sea 
of blankets before venturing out of the 
relative Safety of your bed and into the 
frigid world outside-AKA, the rest of 
your house. Wouldn't it be wonderful 
if we didn't have to put up with such 
a chilling wakeup each day? If those 
morning hours were easier on us? With 
a little help from this expert in the field, 
you can stay warm all year round! 
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• First tip is a simple one: 
insulate your windows. It's not 
hard. Just grab some of those 
rubber sealing strips from 
the store and fit them to your 
windows. It cuts out the draft 
and keeps more heat inside, 
cutting down on your heating 
bill and cutting down on your 
morning discomfort. If rubber 
strips aren't your thing, then a 
window insulation kit works 
well too. They are used to seal 
a film over your single-paned 
window-you lucky double-
paners suffer less pane, and 
they work remarkably well. 
Typically the package contains 
a roll of plastic wrap and some 
two-sided tape, but if you're 
a serious DIY person, perhaps 
a trip to the crafts store is 
cheaper. 
• Now with the mundane tasks 
out of the way you can focus 
on the important bits. First on 
the list: huge fluffy slippers. 
• 
• 
I kid you not. Falling out 
of bed in the morning and 
marching across a cold floor 
to the washroom (another cold 
floor!) in bare feet really takes 
it out of you. Slippers solve 
this. Yes, the best ones look 
ridiculous, but who cares? Last 
I checked the average Dougie 
student doesn't have a reality 
program filming their every 
move. Substance over style; 
make the smart choice. 
If you don't already, close 
your bedroom door at 
night. Heat has a way of 
escaping and dispersing itself 
throughout the house: don't 
let it. 
Keep a pair of sweatpants and 
a hoodie close at hand. I've 
long since given up on the 
just getting dressed once thing 
in the morning. I throw on 
my warmest stuff and bundle 
up like a coupon fanatic at a 
mall. This means, of course, 
changing again to head out, 
but I feel confident that I 
can sacrifice 30 seconds of 
my precious time in order to 
preserve my sanity: One-piece 
· suits work well too-sigh-
almost makes you wish you 
were a toddler again. 
And that's all I got ... keep it cool 
out there ... err ... never mind! 
Fad foods; 
Lamb fries for a tasty treat on a crisp day 
By Stephanie Trembath, 
Life & Style Editor 
Lamb fries, also known as rocky mountain oysters, are a favored dish throughout New Zealand, 
Australia, and Middle Eastern areas. 
Sold in packs of four to six pieces, 
these tasty delights are easy to prepare 
and absorb flavor immediately, 
allowing for an.instant and satisfying 
addition to any midday meal. A bit 
more difficult to find in the US, since 
most sheep are castrated young at 
birth, lamb fries are quickly raising in 
popularity in North America thanks 
to the variety in cooking options and 
many health benefits. 
With an appearance like small 
water balloons, lamb fries are usually 
tender and soft, something like 
bratwurst, and are best cooked in light 
oil. Many cultures prepare the testicles 
are packed with hyaluronidase, an 
enzyme which is known to dissolve 
complex carbohydrates, such as 
"Lamb fries are packed with hyaluronidase, an enzyme which Is known to 
dissolve complex carbohydrates, such as glycosaminoglycans (GAGS) 
· which are found in connective tissues and aids in their destruction." 
in lemon juice and a selection of spices, 
but in select restaurants in the US the 
dish is deep fried in batter and dipped 
in sauce. 
A source for their popularity is 
the recent claim that lamb testicles 
will aid in the reduction of cellulite, 
which is a result in the decomposition 
of connective tissues. Lamb fries 
glycosarninoglycans (GAGS) which are 
found in connective tissues and aids in 
their destruction. 
If you're a little skittish testing out 
this savory dish, stick to the traditional 
fad foods we cycle through such as 
quinoa: packed with proteins to keep 
you full and tasty as either a light salad, 
or in a soup for colder days! 
Better branded society 
Advertising strategies consume Facebook 
By Stephanie Trembath, 
Life & Style Editor 
Ever watch a movie and realize how long actors pause to sip a Pepsi-Cola? Or maybe when 
you're watching Sex in the City, you 
notice Sarah Jessica Parker toting her 
little MacBook along Fifth Avenue 
for the umpteenth time? Companies 
are certainly consumer-savvy when it 
comes to advertising their products, and 
they do so in such a way that audiences 
barely notice. Subconsciously, one 
might walk away from a film wanting 
to buy the BlackBerry Bold cradled by 
Matt Damon's ear, or wish for the Marc 
Jacobs bag worn by Kate Beckinsale. 
As if our subjection to advertising 
during TV and cinema wasn't nearly 
enough, Facebook's latest feat in 
improving advertising through social 
media is set to transform the space of 
media advertising and networking. 
Rather than having ads promoting 
consumer goods, Facebook's innovative 
team created the New Ad Unit to 
provide Pages designed by advertisers 
for fellow Facebook members. to 
"Like." The new set of metrics allows 
advertisers to better develop and design 
their advertising space on a well-
spread page, which is then released for 
members with a Facebook profile to 
"Like" the page. Similar to when you 
"Like" a certain comment or picture, 
this action pops up on your Facebook 
newsfeed that is connected to all of 
your friends. 
This idea of connecting social 
networking to media advertising is 
ingenious-the message is spread 
much faster as a result and companies 
transform their delivery to suit online 
media needs; because of Face book's 
delivery, the audience doesn't realize 
they are being sold on advertising ideas. 
When Aritzia or Sport Chek pops up as 
a Page, the idea is that the individual 
will "Like" the Page based on previous 
interest, or click on the Page out of 
curiosity. The viral spread of consumer 
goods will completely transform the 
idea of social networking and media 
advertising as a whole new means 
to attract a larger audience for these 
commercial goods. 
Oh-zone! 
What do we do now? 
Simple changes to change the planet 
By Natalie Serafini 
Whenever scientists announce that the planet has marked another milestone in its slow 
march towards destruction, 
it's easy to feel like there is no hope 
for salvation. Well, steel yourselves, 
because it was recently announced 
that the Arctic has lost a substantial 
amount of its ozone layer, so much that 
it now rivals the hole in the ozone over 
Antarctica. An article from the Journal 
of Nature stated that "For the first time, 
sufficient loss occurred to reasonably be 
described as an Arctic ozone hole." 
So what can we do to help the 
planet? Little adjustments to your 
everyday life will make an enormous 
difference. For instance, there's always 
a way to reduce, reuse or recycle , but 
if you can't come up with one, here are 
some simple changes: 
• Try switching to products that 
don't have a lot of packaging. 
I use LUSH solid shampoos , 
and they're fantastic. Lush 
shampoo is like a bar of soap 
for your hair and work as well 
as regular bottled shampoos. 
I was skeptical at first, but all 
you need to know is your hair 
type. For oily hair, try Jumping 
Juniper or Seanik; Dry hair 
is better off with Godiva or 
Trichomania. These little bars 
last for months (I've had mine 
since July and it's still going 
strong), and are convenient 
for travel as they are so small. 
Obviously, the best part is that 
there is no packaging. If you 
decide to give "soap for your 
hair" a try, my advice would 
be to spring for the travel tin 
because it definitely sucks 
waiting for your bar to air dry. 
• Try buying fewer disposable 
products . They may cost more 
than regular expendables, but 
they last longer. 
• Purchase a reusable water 
bottle or thermos, you could 
save some serious money and 
cut down on the energy used 
to produce and recycle plastic 
bottles! 
• Reuse the wax paper sleeves 
from your cracker and cereal 
packages to transport snacks, 
rather than buying plastic 
baggies . 
• Consider limiting the amount 
of meat you consume. I'm 
not telling anyone to become 
a vegetarian, as that's a 
completely personal choice; 
but there are some pretty huge 
environmental benefits to 
passing on a burger. According 
to PETA, you save more water 
from not eating a pound of 
meat than by not showering 
for six months. There's also 
the energy, land, pollution, and 
food spent on raising animals 
for the grill. Of course, 
abandoning meat can be tough, 
and if you don't want to give 
it up , think about eating more 
local foods. It supports local 
farmers and doesn 't waste as 
much energy on transportation. 
Another benefit: food is so 
much better when it's actually 
fresh and ripe! 
Hopefully you no longer feel like 
you're in that dream where you're 
taking a test and know none of the 
answers. Hint, hint-Ijust showed you 
some of the answers. While the world's 
global warming crisis needs to be taken 
seriously, it 's far from unmanageable 
as there are many things we can 
incorporate into our daily routines to do 
our part. Take a look at where you're 
wasting resources, and change your 
habits based on that. It may feel like 
these changes are inconsequential, but 
they do add up. Just think: thirty years 
ago, almost nobody was recycling, and 
now it's a part of everyday life. Aim 
to make your life changes habitual and 
you'll change the planet one step at a time. 
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WE'RE HIRING 
Life & Style Editor PAY: $400/month 
APPIV bV October 28, 2011 
Do you have a passion for fashion or a craving for saving? The position 
of life & style editor at The Other Press Is open to new applicants and .•. 
we want to hear from you! The lif~ & style editor is responsible for 
fielding and editing contributions from volunteers and staff writers (as 
well as writing pieces as necessary/desired) to produce a complete, 
print-worthy section (five - six articles) on a weekly basis. 
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By Stephanie Trembath, 
Life & Style Editor 
I n a society where KD Easy Mac and McDonalds prevail, it's often cheaper to purchase pre-packaged 
goods rather than prepare your own. 
The same can be said for clothes and 
other household supplies, and even 
though your Ikea-clad apartment or 
H&M outfit may lack in originality, 
companies mass produce items that 
are equally fashionable and functional . 
As a result of large corporations 
distributing and selling bulk goods 
all over North America, domestic 
skills such as cooking and sewing are 
majorly undervalued in our society 
today. While I don't get a huge thrill 
from baking a pie or darning socks, my 
disadvantages in these areas become 
more apparent around this time of year, 
especially during the force-fed-holiday: 
Halloween. 
Unlike Christmas, even if you 
don't "believe" in Halloween it is 
impossible to escape the pagan holiday: 
try telling your employer that you don't 
want to participate at work. Two such 
friends of mine, who partake only in 
12 
the consumption of chocolaty goods, 
tried to escape parading themselves 
as super heroines or Disney damsels, 
and were told to buy a pair of animal 
ears and paint on a black nose-or 
find another job. I, on the other hand, 
love dressing up for Halloween, but 
I am stuck with the same dilemma 
every year (well at least since I moved 
out and can't persuade my mom to 
sew an outfit for me). Since I cannot 
sew-again lacking domestic skills-I 
my own Halloween costume by any 
means necessary. To aid my fellow arts 
students , who like myself need some 
sort of creative outlet in orde,r to enjoy 
the holiday, but have become lazy and 
have no clue how to even hem a pair 
of pants , I have developed a list of 
favourable places to suit your costume 
creating needs. It may take some 
planning, and a lot of time, but at least 
you won't be wearing the same thing as 
anyone else. 
"The best place to start foraging for pieces to your outfit is any thrift 
store, Value Village, Salvation Army, or consignment store in your area." 
am left with two options: 1) purchase 
a pre-packaged costume that I will see 
at least five other girls wearing or 2) 
assemble my own creation from bits 
and pieces I track down from various 
locations which takes multiple trips and 
tries to complete. 
Last Halloween I wore the same 
sailor outfit from the previous year, 
and since my unique addition of 
electric blue heels and striped knee 
socks wasn't enough for my ego, this 
year my goal is to completely design 
The best place to start foraging 
for pieces to your outfit is any thrift 
store, Value Village , Salvation Army, 
or consignment store in your area. 
East Colombia right in New West is a 
great place to start, but make sure you 
have an idea or picture in mind to help 
along the way. My last outing I found 
a gauzy piece of red material about the 
size of a sheet and gold bangles, both 
found at the Value Village off Clark 
Road in Burnaby. Once you have found 
some basic items or materials to build 
your outfit, asking friends or family to 
dig through their closets for pieces is 
a good option too. American Apparel 
and Urban Outfitters usually stock up 
on Halloween paraphernalia, but it 
costs more than the student budget can 
usually afford. 
The Party Bazaar, located in 
Langley and Vancouver, has a wide 
variety of Halloween costumes and 
paraphernalia for affordable prices. 
Likewise, local dollar stores carry 
Halloween costume pieces that are 
perfect for finishing off your outfit. If 
you are able to build, staple, glue, or 
perhaps sew a bit, stopping at a craft 
store such as Michaels is a good place 
for inspiration. With my purchase of 
gold spray paint and fake bamboo, I 
finished off my costume for this year-
and it cost me less than $30. 
My advice for Halloween, start 
early and create your own costume. 
Make sure to give yourself enough 
time so you don't end up spending 
unnecessary amounts of money, and 
to ensure your artistic outfit comes 
together exactly the way you want it too! ' 
W hile I boarded my plane to the Vancouver International Airport, I 
realized how much of a sacrifice 
I was making-travelling 10,000 
miles and 25 hours to the other end 
of the world , to a country I had 
only visited five times-leaving 
behind my beautiful mansion, my 
friends and family, my lifestyle, and 
my memories. Finally, I heard the 
flight attendant's voice, telling us to 
fasten our seat belts as we began our 
descent into Vancouver. 
Taking the first step off the aircraft, 
I had an immense mixture of 
emotions. I was looking forward to 
getting some rest after we finally 
made it through immigrations, 
collected our luggage, and headed 
towards the car. Amidst my relief 
at being safe on the ground after 
our long journey, I felt odd looking 
around at all the scenery and 
buildings in Vancouver: everything 
seemed so strange, different, and out 
of place. I felt like an alien. Still , I 
had made the journey from Kenya to 
Canada for good reason: education. 
Schoolin' life 
Back in Kenya, if you want the best 
education, your family must be well 
off. Growing up, I was sent to the 
best private school in the country, 
which was a privilege as there were 
only a few hundred people who 
could afford to attend . Private school 
was tough, with many sleepless 
nights, but it taught me the value of 
life , the benefits of studying, and that 
hard work pays off. 
Teachers weren't as hearty and 
passionate about their jobs and did 
it mostly out of the pay, rendering 
students running to other options 
such as private tuition which was 
equivalent to paying as much as 
your school fees and twice as many 
studying hours. 
My school in Kenya followed a . 
British curriculum, which is the 
opposite of the Canadian system. 
The British system consists of 
three major exams: 0 Levels, AS 
Levels, and A Levels-in order to 
advance, you must have passed the 
level previous. After completing 
your A levels, you advance on to 
university, but there is only one 
major university in Kenya, the 
University of Nairobi, which is 
nearly impossible to get into even if 
you have the best grades (locals are 
given first placement, and there are 
often a lot of politics involved with 
admission). 
With my background in the British 
school system, I was nervous for 
my first day of class in Canada. 
I worried that, with the di'fferent 
systems, I wouldn't know anything. 
Thankfully, I soon learned that, 
while the Canadian and British 
teaching methods were vastly 
different, many of the concepts 
learned are universal and had 
travelled with me across the world. 
Myoid world 
Like every other country, Kenya has 
its share of both the positive and the 
negative to deal with. 
Kenya suffers from famine and 
drought as well as poverty. Food 
shortages are looming in Kenya, as 
last season's lighter-than-normal 
rains begin to affect harvests in the 
arid north . This affects the poor, 
as they go days without food and 
water because the basic prices of 
food and water go up so high- to 
the point where these necessities are 
unaffordable . 
Corruption has been another major 
problem over the decades in Kenya, 
with billions of dollars being 
scandalized (for example, one of 
the largest scandals in recent times 
was the Goldenberg scandal , in 
which Kenya lost up to $600 million 
between 1990 and 1993). From 
political scandals to local police 
stopping your vehicle looking for the 
slightest reason to get some money 
off you, I was used to a different 
kind of law. When I came to Canada, 
I observed how the law is taken 
more seriously and you can't afford 
to mess around. 
Still , despite its pitfalls, Kenya has 
its own paradises. The coast known 
as Mombasa, the second-biggest 
city in Kenya, has beaches with 
sands as white as pearls and tides 
that make you just want to jump 
From lenva to Canada: 
10,000 miles a ay 
in-it's heaven on earth for me. 
Similarly, the Masai Mara wildlife 
reserve is an adventure every human 
being should be able to experience: 
set high on a bush-cloaked hill 
with long views over the savannah 
and down to the winding coils 
of the hippo-filled Mara River, 
Masai Mara is centre stage to one 
of Africa's most dramatic wildlife 
arenas, with a ringside seat for the 
'greatest wildlife show on earth,' 
the legendary migration of the 
wildebeest. When night falls and 
you look up into the sky, millions 
of stars shine down, something 
so extraordinary it makes you 
appreciate the earth you live in. 
Also, nothing beats a safari at 6 
a.m., with breakfast served on the 
grasslands of the game reserve. The 
big five-lion, leopard, elephant, 
rhino , and buffalo-are the catch 
you're looking to find (though it 's · 
not that easy to see them all on your 
first safari , particularly leopard). 
My new world 
Do I miss it all, my old life and 
country? Absolutely. 
For starters, the food in Kenya is so 
rich and full of natural nutrients-as 
the use of pesticides is far less 
widespread-that it takes the taste of 
your meal to a whole different level. 
From my experience, food in Canada 
is over processed and, frankly, bland 
in comparison. On the plus side, it's 
amazing how, here in Canada you 
can drink out of the tap, where in 
Kenya you 'd have to buy distilled 
water to drink. 
As you might have guessed, first 
week in Canada was a challenge: 
I remember crying myself to sleep 
because I wanted to be home. With 
time though, I'm getting into my 
routine and getting the hang of 
this new life; it's hard, but I have 
to embrace it and be positive! Yes, 
Canadians are friendly (well most of 
them, at least), which is a pleasant 
surprise- I was so used to snobs 
and colossal attitudes because, back 
home, money talks . If you're not 
rich, you're not known (and then 
you don't want to be known)! 
Of course, nothing beats the place 
you grew up. I miss the lifestyle, the maids who 
used to clean up after me, and the chef who 
would cook most of my meals for me. Here in 
Canada, I have to do many things for myself that 
I'm not used to. It feel s so odd making my own 
bed and hoovering my room-heck, I don' t even 
know how to do half of it! 
But what I tell myself is that it will get better, I 
came here to educate myself, and that's what I'll do. 
A crash course on Kenya: 
• The average temperature in 
Kenya is about 21.7 C; the 
warmest month being February 
• Kenya borders the Indian Ocean 
and is between Somalia and 
Tanzania 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Kiswahilli is the main language 
Tea and coffee are major exports 
that are heavy inftuencers on the 
Kenyan economy 
Tourism makes up roughly 63 per 
cent of the GDP 
Mombasa is the second largest 
city in Kenya 
Another export, locally grown 
flowers, are distributed to various 
European industrial chains 
such as Marks & Spencer and 
Sainsbury 
During 2007, post election 
violence heavily impacted the 
country causing prices of basic 
commodities to rocket sky-high 
The first president was Jomo 
Kenyatta. Kenya has only been 
governed by three presidents. 
Where Daniel Arap Moi (the 
second president) governed for 
25 years 
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By Dylan Hackett, Staff Writer 
For those of you still waiting on an owl to deliver your acceptance letter to Hogwarts , you will 
be relieved to hear that the gates to 
Pottermore will soon be opening to the 
public, allowing for the legend of "the 
boy who lived" to continue online! 
By the end of the month, the beta test 
phase of the site www.pottermore.com 
will wrap up and any mere muggle with 
an Internet connection will be able to 
ride the Hogwarts Express , get sorted 
into a house, duel other wizards , earn 
points for your house (Hufflepuff in 
my case) , run through fully-illustrated 
interactive chapters from the Harry 
Potter books, and much more. I was 
one of the lucky fans who attained 
access to the beta of Pottermore and 
having enjoyed the experience for the 
past couple of weeks, I can spill all the 
Bertie Bott's Every-Flavour Beans to 
those of you still eager for your owls! 
If you're not entirely sure what I'm 
referring to here, J.K. Rawling, author 
of the Harry Potter series, announced 
this June that she would be continuing 
the publication of additional content 
for the hordes of diehard fans who 
were going to be left without new 
Potter material to froth over after the 
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theatrical release of Harry Potter and 
the Deathly Hallows: Part 2. Fans 
browse through the site in sections 
based on the chapters of the book and 
are treated with new backstories on 
important characters. In each page 
there are bits you can "like," similar 
to Facebook, and even events that you 
can favourite . Much like Facebook, 
you can build up an anonymous 
friends list where you are only known 
by a computer-generated username 
like mine: WizardMarauder55. 
While exploring the chapters you can 
supplies and eventually, your wand. 
Since "the wand chooses the wizard," 
you are prompted with questions from 
Mr. Olivander the wand-maker, and 
are given a wand based on how you 
answer. I was presented with a 13 ~ 
inch spruce wand with a unicorn hair 
core . Thus far, I can say the wand has 
served me well . 
The next important event is being 
sorted into your respective houses by 
the Hogwarts Sorting Hat! Much like 
with the wand selection, you' re asked 
a series of questions which ultimately 
"Starting my personal venture through Pottermore was like being a 
nine-year-old for a second time." 
learn gossipy details on things like 
Professor McGonagall's love life and 
J.K. Rawling's personal thoughts and 
reasoning behind characters, places, 
and details in the Harry Potter universe. 
Starting my personal venture 
through Pottermore was like being 
a nine-year-old for a second time. A 
few chapters in, you make your way 
to Diagon Alley, the wizard shopping 
centre hidden deep within London. 
Once there, Hagrid takes you through 
the shops to purchase your school 
place you into the Hogwarts house 
that suits you best. In the video clip 
preceding the sorting, J .K. Row ling 
asserts that the hat's decision is final. 
With much nerve and anticipation I 
was finally sorted to the house of the 
humble, hungry badger: Hufflepuff. 
Without a doubt, I thought I'd be 
a much better fit for Gryffindor 
but I can't argue with a sorting 
commissioned by J .K. Row ling herself. 
Once sorted, you're able to 
participate in activities which allot your 
house points . These activities are potion 
making and wizard duels. The potion 
making process is incredibly difficult 
but since wizard duels are currently 
offline for maintenance (post-beta users 
will be able to experience it in full) , 
it is the only means for wizards and 
witches to earn house points beyond the 
realm of the story. You can still practice 
your spells (from fire-making spells to 
tickling hexes) in preparation for these 
soon-to-return duels though. Potions on 
the other hand, are up for brewing. All 
you need is a caldron and ingredients. 
· Ingredients for the potions can be 
purchased in Diagon Alley then taken 
back to Snape's classroom to earn you 
house points, if brewed successfully. 
This part of the experience could be 
fine-tuned as there are frequent glitches 
that occur when heating the potions and 
stirring them counter-clockwise. 
In 2012, the site will also include 
a store which will sell audio books and 
for the first time, official Harry Potter 
e-books for Kindle users and other 
electronic book types . Pottermore will 
open up to the public by the end of 
October and will be fully functional 
as they update the site to include 
adventures from all of the seven books 
in the series. 
Setting the bar for fun a little too low 
Pubs over clubs 
By Jacey Gibb, Opinions Editor 
You're in a dimly lit room where the only sources of light are infrequent coloured bursts 
corning from the far wall . The noise 
level is deafening, and your eardrums 
are numb with the over-the-top bass 
vibrations. Everyone around you is 
either a sternly sober citizen or a total 
lagoon monster, already clammy and 
sweaty from the evening's labours. Are 
of morale-crushing bar tabs and all-
nighters . But faster than you can say 
"forty-dollar cab ride home," I realized 
that there was more to life than what 
the strip on Granville Street had to 
offer. 
Some of the basic foundations that 
clubs operate on are even offensive 
not just to me, but to basic morals 
and ethics . As someone with a penis, 
I think I speak for a large portion of 
the population when I say clubs are so 
"Clubs are the Mos Eisley of a city's nightlife-as Obi-Wan wisely put 
it, 'you will never find a more wretched hive of scum and villainy."' 
you in some form of specially designed 
torture chamber? Perhaps I've just 
described an interpretation of what Hell 
might be like? Both guesses are not far 
off, since I was merely just recounting 
the experience I had the last time I 
decided to go to a club. 
Clubs are the Mos Eisley of a 
city's nightlife-as Obi-Wan wisely put 
it, "you will never find a more wretched 
hive of scum and villainy." Like most 
young people who have a pulse and a 
chequing account to go along with it, 
the moment I became of legal drinking 
age, I was engulfed in .a counter culture 
sexist, they make an episode of Mad 
Men look progressive. Females are 
constantly being courted by clubs with 
offers of no line, no cover while guys 
are forced to drop half of their nightly 
budget on just getting inside. 
The concept of having to pay cover 
to go into a dark room where I have 
to spend six bucks for a single bottle 
of crappy Molson Canadian is mind-
boggling enough, but the other night 
I was presented with a situation that's 
on a whole new level: the bouncer told 
us we could skip the enormous line 
outside, but only if we paid the hefty 
Crosty' s call for change 
New Westminster mayoral candidate looks to dethrone current regime 
By Jacey Gibb, Opinions Editor 
There's no denying the fact that the political landscape of today has shifted dram.atically from 
what it was even a year ago. The NDP 
party surged ahead on a federal level, 
foreign regimes are being overthrown 
almost weekly, and the Occupy Wall 
Street campaign has spread faster than 
a viral kitten video. But with all of the 
news being reported on a national scale, 
it's easy to forget about the things 
that affect life a little closer to home, 
. 
The presentation started off with 
a disappointing statistic: only 20 per 
cent of New Westminster citizens voted 
in the last civic election three years 
ago. This came as a shocker even to 
me, someone who thinks local politics 
are about as interesting as a month-
old bologna sandwich. It also mirrors 
my concerns with the last federal 
election, where we have a majority 
government that actually has less than 
half of the population's approval. But 
Crosty hopes to bump up the number of 
voters in this upcoming election and is 
"The presentation started off with a disappointing statistic: only 20 
per cent of New Westminster citizens voted In the last civic election 
three years ago." 
namely local politics. 
One citizen however, James 
Crosty, hasn't forgotten about the 
government in New Westminster and 
as of October 12, has officially filed 
his papers to run for mayor. Although 
my residency within the Vancouver 
city limits prevents me from voting 
in the upcoming civic election, 
that didn't stop me from attending 
a DSU Representative Committee 
meeting last week to hear a special 
presentation being given by Crosty on 
why there needs to be change in New 
Westminster, and why he's the right 
m.an to bring it about. 
looking to the youth vote to do some of 
the heavy lifting. 
Affordable housing was inevitably 
the first topic to come up. Property 
taxes in New West have risen 
consistently over the years, and Crosty 
pointed to that as the reason why 
only three of the students present at 
the meeting even lived in New West. 
Unknown to me, the college apparently 
owns the property across the street on 
S'h Avenue and one of Crosty's hopes 
for the future is to create a residence 
there for students-meaning studentS 
would actually be able to live and go to 
school in the same city. 
service charge of a Queen ·Elizabeth 
IT-faced paper bill. Each. I'm a bit 
rusty on my legal definitions , but 
the word extortion comes to mind. 
Unfortunately for me, I was intoxicated 
and_in desperate need for a porcelain 
rendezvous , so I parted ways with the 
$20 and made a break for the nearest 
urinal. 
The Mirage in Surrey is probably 
my favourite bar to verbally tear apart 
on a weekly basis. Everyone looks like 
they just stumbled out of an episode 
of Jersey Slwre-and not in the ironic 
way. My friend put it best when she 
Crosty commented on how some 
of the people on city council have 
been in their positions for 25 years 
and how civic politics should never be 
a career, "You go in there to make a 
difference and then get out and let some 
new, fresh ideas come forward. [New 
Westminster] is 150 years old, but we 
don't have to act like we're 150 years 
old." The aging tactics show with the 
current polling state, where nothing is 
done electronically and instead runs 
on a physical system that doesn't even 
allow for cross-referencing between 
stations. 
The DSU has also been 
encountering problems obtaining liquor 
licenses for events smaller than the 
recurring pub nights that they host, 
pointing out that New West has some 
of the strictest regulations in the Lower 
Mainland when it comes to this area. 
Crosty suggested that such issues 
should be able to be resolved quickly 
with the correct kind of political will 
and that parties other than the police 
department should be involved in the 
matter. 
And what local political 
presentation goes w.ithout addressing 
the current state of transi~, primarily 
the Evergreen Line? Tun Rattel, the 
Executive Director of the DSU, was 
the first to bring up the topic and 
pointed out that most students would be 
referred to the bar's usual, over-
tanned cliental as an Oompa-Loompa 
community. The resemblance is really 
quite striking. 
I get that some people dig the bar 
scene and practically live downtown 
during the weekends, but I'm confused 
as to why· this is at all appealing. Pubs 
are an exception though, because you 
can sit down with a group of friends 
and share a conversation over a pitcher. 
If I wanted to listen to crappy music 
and watch a room full of people hitting 
on each other, I would be more into UFC. 
interested in a candidate that supported 
transit system advancements. Funding 
is of course an issue, but what surprised 
me was when Crosty responded with 
how much savings could be had within 
the city, dropping another statistic 
bomb: "80 per cent of every tax dollar 
that's generated goes towards paying 
salaries in the city." Crosty reassured 
the room that he was a big believer 
in transit, which would also help deal 
with the headache-inducing congestion 
that happens in New West during peak 
traffic hours . 
The half-hour presentation was 
enough to get even me fired up about 
local politics: In my eyes, Crosty is 
making a brilliant move in reaching out 
to the youth voters to gamer support 
for the next election. He failed to shy 
away .from the issues most students 
face and seems to have solutions that 
are completely reasonable. Perhaps 
this mayoral candidate's drive will be 
enough to kick start this fall's civic 
election into high gear. 
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Facebook Timeline: Creepy or cool? 
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Time to turn out turnitin.com 
By Leisha Senko - The Sputnik 
(Wilfrid Laurier University) 
BRANTFORD (CUP)- Plagiarism 
is a conversation topic that flies under 
the radar for most of the academic 
year. It's reintroduced to students only 
when papers are due or when ethics 
policies are reviewed at the beginning 
of a school year. But plagiarism is 
thrown into the spotlight when students 
are asked to submit their works to the 
online database turnitin.com. 
Last year, I interviewed Jesse 
Rossenfeld, a former McGill University 
student who refused to submit his 
paper to turnitin .com. Back then, he 
was a lonely voice crying injustice, and 
although he won the right to a personal 
exemption, he did not succeed in 
getting rid of the site's use altogether. 
Recently, Dalhousie University 
took that plunge. Following in the 
footsteps of a few American schools, 
its Students' Union has won the battle 
to get turnitin.com out of the school 
completely; this means there is no 
longer a contract between the two 
prestige. Rossenfeld and other 
academics said that a professor who 
is on his or her game would be able to 
nail any sort of plagiarism 10 ways to 
Sunday, and never need turnitin.com 
to find major issues. The site is also 
infamous for its false positives and 
questionable algorithm - that's strike 
one, as far as I'm concerned. 
Next, there's the issue of 
intellectual property. Most students, 
when asked, aren't particularly over 
the moon about giving their work 
to a company that will then use it to 
build its database and even market its 
product. Strike two. 
Lastly, and most importantly, we 
should be seriously concerned about 
allowing businesses to come into the 
classroom as teaching mercenaries . 
They have absolutely no interest in 
improving the situation. For turnitin. 
com, the worst possible scenario would 
be a decrease in plagiarism or an 
increase ethical policies and practices 
that would bridge the divide between 
student and teacher and address the root 
causes of plaghlrism. Strike three . 
Fn~nds -439 Pho(os 173 u parties and professors no longer use the 
site to check for plagiarism. 
Academic plagiarism shouldn't be 
our scarlet letter. It is a real issue, of 
course, but not one that should make 
us hang our heads in shame or tum our 
classrooms over to corporations. What 
we should be judged on, measured 
MAlt lrown 
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~ Stories rn~ Apps 
By Allie Davison, Staff Writer 
D o you remember your very first Facebook status? The first picture you posted? Game you 
played? Person you friended? The exact 
day you joined Face book? Probably 
not, but have no fear: Facebook has 
been keeping track. 
I signed up for Facebook on March 
19,2007. The day my life changed-
for better and worse-and I couldn't 
even remember it myself: my Facebook 
Timeline told me. It also remembers 
my witty status updates-as well as 
my drunken ones, my boyfriends, the 
resulting breakups, and every single 
thing you ever posted on my wall. Ever. 
Way too much information. 
Overall, I find it all a little creepy. 
I don't need to remember that guy I 
dated for three months several years 
ago, or all those drunken Facebook 
statuses from 2009, or The Weird Way 
I Would Capitalize The First Letter Of 
Every Word. Not good times. In fact, 
I would rather not rememh<?r them, as 
some things from the past are best left 
forgotten. Now every time I check out 
my Facebook profile, I am tempted to 
browse through my years of Facebook 
history. Not only do I not always like 
what I see, but it adds on an almost 
unlimited supply of procrastination. 
But it's not all garbage: the 
Timeline does have some cool features. 
The new status update bar gives you 
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a number of new options. The basic 
status update feature is still there, 
but you can now add Life Events to 
your timeline. They are broken into 
helpful sections, such as: Work and 
Education (you can Add a Job or 
Retire; Graduate or Study Abroad), 
Family and Relationships (Got Engaged 
or Married, Add a Child or Pet), and 
Living (Moved, Bought a Home, Add a 
Roommate or Vehicle). 
Most of these are pretty cool, and 
I'll probably use them the next time I 
have a child or buy a home. But there 
are a few stranger ones. Under the 
heading Living, you can document if 
you change eating habits or get glasses 
or contacts. Does the world really 
need to know if I became a Fruitarian 
or Omnivore, two of the five options 
available under new eating habits? 
Sadly, the Timeline isn't available 
to the public quite yet. Face book is tied 
up in a lawsuit with Timeline Inc. over 
infringement issues, thus delaying this 
newest Facebook feature. The Timeline 
was originally supposed to go live on 
September 29, but it was pushed back 
to October 6. However, if you don't 
want to wait until is it forced upon the 
rest of the Facebook community to get 
your Timeline, you can go to www. 
facebook.com/timeline and opt-in early. 
Still, beware: once you're in, 
there's no going back. And you might 
not like everything you see. 
This was a pleasant surprise, 
as after talking with the Dalhousie 
Students' Union last winter, I was left 
with the distinct impression that the · 
fight was proving to be tedi.ous and 
difficult. Amazingly, student lead~rs 
stuck to the fight, citing the protection 
of intellectual property and necessary 
privacy. 
I consider this to be an important 
victory, even though I know many 
naysayers will scoff at my optimism 
and call turnitin.com a useful or 
practical tool. But a critical examination 
of the site blows away it~ illusion of 
by and scrutinized for is how we deal 
with plagiarism. Do we pull together 
and stress a higher sense of ethics? 
Do we strive to come up with more 
creative assignments? Do we reach 
out and provide more support services 
for students trying· to write papers? 
Unfortunately, many schools - unlike 
Dalhousie University- aren't making 
the switch to these more progressive 
policies. 
Prod a politician 
You've got questions, they've got answers 
Concerned with the lack of affordable student housing near campus? Wondering 
what's being done to move along 
production on the Evergreen Line? 
Curious about plans for sustainability 
in the community? The Other Press 
is giving you the chance to ask 
mayoral candidates from across the 
Lower Mainland questions that affect 
you, the students, and your future 
for the next three years. We will be 
accepting submissions until October 
25 at midnight, so send your ideas 
to opinions@theotherpress.ca and 
let your voice be heard. We will be 
publishing candidate responses the 
week of the election, November 19. 
By Damlra Davletyarova - The 
Brunswickan (University of New Brunswick) 
FREDERICfON (CUP) - Students 
are getting sexier with their online 
communication, a UNB PhD candidate 
says. 
Krystelle Shaughnessy, PhD 
candidate in Clinical Psychology at 
UNB, said cybersex among students is 
becoming more prevalent. Shaughnessy 
has been collecting data from 
heterosexual UNB students about their 
cybersex activity, their understanding of 
cybersex, experiences and outcomes. 
Preliminary results, from those 
who have already completed the online 
survey, indicate more than 70 per 
cent of UNB students engage in some 
form of cybersex activity. In 2006, her 
research showed that only 25 per cent 
of students had cybersex. 
Shaughnessy explained the hike 
in the numbers is due to the increasing 
roles of technology and Internet in 
modem life, and it is especially visible 
among students. 
"Students are particularly 
important to look at, because how 
often are students not attached to 
their computers?" she said in a phone 
interview. 
UNB graduate student Maryna lvus 
said she and her long-term boyfriend 
turned to the Internet to continue 
their relationship, after she moved to 
Fredericton to pursue her studies. The 
lack of face-to-face contact, hours 
of conversation and availability of 
technology were among reasons they 
turned to cybersex, she said. 
In the beginning, lvus said, she 
felt uncomfortable. But knowing her 
boyfriend was on the other side of 
the screen, and cybersex is now so 
widespread among students, made her 
feel it is an option for someone in a 
long-distance relationship. 
"I think a lot of students are doing 
that [cybersex]. It's just a more secret, 
intimate topic," she said. 
Five years ago, when the PhD 
candidate was just beginning her 
research about cyber sexuality, she 
was starting at square one. The topic 
was under-researched, the definition 
was unclear and it kept changing with 
technological advancements. With 
the effort of a team of researchers and 
student surveys at UNB, she could 
finally put together an answer to the 
question, "what is cybersex?" 
"Cybersex occurs in real-time. 
It's a sexual communication where at 
least two people are involved, so you 
can't do it on your own. That-means it's 
different from looking at erotic images 
or videos," Shaughnessy said. 
"People are describing either sexual 
activities or sexual fantasies, sexual 
interests or desires ... and it is over the 
Internet or some medium. People can 
or may not be self-stimulating; it might 
be about sexual arousal, it might not be 
about sexual arousal." 
Shaughnessy stated clearly that 
her research is focused on recreational 
cybersex - infrequent, online sexual 
activity which is not compulsive, 
obsessive, or addictive. 
In her most recent study, 
Shaughnessy noticed there are more 
positive outcomes reported by students 
rather than negative ones. In terms of 
safety, she said, recreational cybersex is 
safer than any other sexual activity. 
"There is no risk of pregnancy, 
there is no risk of STDs, decreased 
risk of harassment or assaults, or even 
rejection, because you have more 
control over what's happening on 
your computer screen," she said. "If 
something starts to go where you don't 
want it go, you can just shut off the 
computer." 
• 
• 
At the same time, Shaughnessy 
said, nothing is safe, and students must 
be careful. 
According to the same preliminary 
data, more men than women responded 
to the survey. Shaughnessy said there 
could be many .explanations for this. It 
could be that men are more comfortable 
to admit having had cybersex or 
perhaps they are more interested in it 
than women. The researcher is also 
interested to find out why both genders 
decide to have cybersex. 
"Are men and women using 
cybersex to experiment with activities 
that they are not comfortable to 
experiment with offline?" she said. 
Shaughnessy still has plenty of 
questions to answer. For example, 
with whom and on what occasions are 
people engaging in cybersex activities? 
The data collection is still ongoing. 
Shaugnessy is looking for male 
students, 18 and over to complete her 
online study Sexuality and Intimacy 
on the Internet, which can be found at 
unbstudy.com. 
As for Ivus, she knows exactly 
why she doesn't want to have cybersex 
anymore. She said it was just a part of 
her long-distance relationship, a step 
in her life, maybe even fear that she 
overcame, but she tried it - and she 
didn't enjoy it. 
"Still, it's unreal. For me, it is 
important to hug the person, to feel the 
person and to see him every day." 
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A win for Western Canadian farmers 
The end has come for the Canadian Wheat Board monopoly 
By Spencer Fernando - The 
Manitoban (Univ~rsity of Manitoba) 
WINNIPEG (CUP) -As students, 
we have the right to freely market our 
skills. If you are seeking a master ' s 
in business administration (MBA), 
you can market yourself to countless 
businesses; if you are an artist, you can 
share your work and attempt to sell it at 
various galleries and stores. 
Imagine a different scenario. What 
if you were required to submit your 
skills or products to a board that would 
then decide where and to whom your 
product could be sold or your skills 
utilized? What if this board stripped 
you of your rights and demanded 
instead that you submit to its will? I 
think you would rightfully see this as 
an infringement on your freedom and 
your rights. 
This scenario is not imaginary. It 
exists in a large sector of our economy. 
It is exactly the situation western 
farmers are currently facing. 
Western Canadian farmers do not 
enjoy the same rights as other farmers 
in Canada. They are unable to freely 
market the products that result from 
their labour. 
The Canadian Wheat Board holds a 
monopoly over Western Canada's grain 
market. The CWB likes to refer to itself 
as "the single desk," which is a nice 
name for a coercive monopoly. The 
CWB is a monopoly because it does not 
allow competition, and it is coercive 
because farmers are forced to give their 
grain to the CWB unless they are using 
it for animal feed. 
Thankfully, the CWB monopoly 
will soon be brought to an end. There 
are some who claim the wheat board 
is being "destroyed." This statement, 
though good at garnering media 
coverage, is factually incorrect. The 
wheat board will still exist, and if it 
is able to compete in the free market 
it will exist indefinitely. If it is unable 
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to succeed in the free market, this will 
be a sign it was inefficient in the first 
place, and we will be better off with new 
options. 
Some people will point to the results 
of the CWB "plebiscite" - another word 
for referendum - and claim the 62 per 
cent of wheat farmers who voted to retain 
''the single desk" should have the power 
to maintain the CWB monopoly position. 
But the results of the plebiscite do not 
include those farmers who wished to 
retain their marketing freedom and chose 
not to farm wheat and barley. The CWB 
was able to choose the eligible voters for 
the plebiscite, as well as formulate the 
question those voters saw on the ballot. 
The more fundamental question 
is this: do some wheat and barley 
farmers have the right to infringe upon 
the freedom of others? In Canada, we 
believe people should be free to decide 
what they do unless those decisions 
harm others. Why would we ignore this 
fundamental principle when it comes to 
Western Canadian farmers? Nobody is 
hurt by allowing farmers to freely market 
the products they worked to produce. 
Limiting the freedom of farmers goes 
against a Canadian principle. 
I do not believe that the CWB 
monopoly serves the public. It serves only 
to protect the narrow interests of a small 
group of people. Those who support the 
CWB monopoly should ask themselves 
if they would enjoy monopoly control 
over their own lives. Unless they would 
be willing to give up their own rights 
to market their skills or products, they 
should not demand that western farmers 
do the same. 
The end of the Canadian Wheat Board 
monopoly restores the rights of western 
farmers and shows we respect the freedom 
of individuals to control their own labour 
and the products of that labour. It is the 
right thing to do, not just economically, but 
also because it lives up to the principles 
upon which Canada is built. 
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Sweeping into the spotlight 
Broomball looks to continue growth In popularity 
By Katherine DeCierq 
The Fulcrum (University of Ottawa) 
OTTAWA (CUP) - Every Canadian 
knows about hockey, our unofficial 
national sport played on ice with a 
puck and a stick - but how many 
people know a thing about hockey's 
counterpart, broom ball? 
Founded in Canada between 1909 
and 1910, this sport is played on a 
hockey rink, but with a rubber broom, 
ball and rubber shoes instead of skates. 
While it may not be the most popular 
sport around, broomball has grown 
considerably in recent years. Younger 
and younger athletes are beginning to 
play the sport, including fourth-year 
University of Ottawa student and sports 
thera,pist Sarah Achtereekte. 
"I got into broomball because 
of my parents," said Achtereekte. "I 
started when I was four or five . My feet 
couldn't actually fit in the shoes, so my 
mom gave me extra socks so I could 
start playing early." 
The rules of broomball are similar 
to hockey. The goal of the game 
is to get the ball into the opposing 
team's net. The only two rule-related 
differences between the sports are 
the location of the offside lines -
for hockey, it's the blue line and for 
broomball, it's the red. And there is 
not just a whistle for a highstick in 
broomball - hitting the ball above 
your shoulder results in a penalty. 
Achtereekte plays on an elite 
team in the Eastern Ontario region. 
Broomball tournaments are scheduled 
throughout the year, with the teams 
competing to go to provincials then 
nationals . The season for elite teams 
is quite different from that of other 
broomball teams, as the squad must 
make it to provincials the year before 
in order to qualify for the national 
competition. 
Achtereekte explained she doesn't 
mind the system because if offers 
her team an opportunity to develop 
without worrying about protecting a 
championship. 
"This year, there are no teams from 
Eastern Ontario going to nationals; it's 
the western team that is going. But our 
team is younger so we have time to 
grow," said Achtereekte. "Right now, 
because we aren't going anywhere, 
playing broomball is more of a health 
benefit for me this year. 
"Plus, because I'm a student, the 
sport is great for stress," she joked. 
Broomball was taken under 
consideration for the the 2010 Winter 
Olympic Games, but didn't pass the 
Unleash the beast: Newton finding his stride 
By Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer 
He's six foot 5 inches tall and 250 pounds. Runs a 4.56 40-yard dash. Reportedly beat an 
offensive lineman at wrestling in college. 
Oh, and he's a quarterback. Meet Cam 
Newton. 
The 22-year-old out of Auburn is 
off to a flying start in his NFL career, 
throwing for 1,610 yards and seven 
touchdowns, while adding five TD's on 
the ground ... in his first five games. He 
has already eclipsed the entire season's 
total of his predecessor, the outspoken 
Jimmy Clausen. His first game was a 
monster 422 yard effort (a record for a 
rookie debut). To prove that this was no 
fluke, he followed up with a 432 yard 
performance the very next week. At this 
I must admit that I was not a strong 
believer in Newton. However, this had 
as much to do with Newton as it did with 
what people were saying about him. I've 
found that when there is this much hype 
about a player, they traditionally bust. 
JaMarcus Russell is perhaps the most 
recent example of this, and it doesn't 
take a sports nut to tell you how well he's 
doing now. Reggie Bush, Matt Leinart, 
and Vince Young (all incidentally from 
the same draft class as each other) are 
other notables who haven't quite lived 
up to their billings. I hadn't watched 
many of Newton's games in college, 
but the few that I did he seemed to rely 
on his ridiculous size and incredible 
arm strength. I was positive that upon 
reaching the NFL he would simply be 
overwhelmed by the equally imposing 
"He slices through defenses like a hot knife through butter and still 
uses his size quite effectively." 
point, it began to become obvious that 
Cam Newton was for real . 
Everything, winning aside (and 
honestly, he plays for the Panthers-he's 
a good QB, not God), has gone right for 
Newton lately. Coming out of college, 
he was a Heisman trophy winner fresh 
off of a perfect season capped with a 
BCS National Championship. He was 
the number one overall pick in the draft, 
and consequently handed a fat rookie 
contract. At the end of his first preseason, 
Ron Rivera declared Newton his starting 
QB. The stage was set. The curtains had 
been drawn. The audience anxiously 
awaited the first act. And he delivered. 
figures now lined up against him. I was 
wrong. He slices through defenses like 
a hot knife through butter and still uses 
his size quite effectively. I look forward 
to the day when he finally matches up 
against the Eagles ... Asante Samuel, 
the only player ever known to record 
negative tackles in a game (I kid of 
course, I think ... ), may just take the day 
off. 
With three games of over 350 yards 
passing in his first five games, and likely 
four in six by the time you read this 
article, the sky is the limit for young 
Newton. The Panthers .. . not so much. 
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bar. Achtereekte thinks the Olympic 
consideration is indicative of new 
popularity for broomball. 
"Since I've been playing, [the 
sport] has gotten pretty big. I mean, 
you have teams from Ontario, and just 
in Eastern Ontario you can usually play 
against three or four good teams and a 
couple of [exhibition] teams, but I don't 
think it'll get close to hockey," she 
said. "There are still a bunch of people 
who don't know about the sport." 
Achtereekte also feels that 
broomball has the potential to become 
widely accepted among families · 
because it is more cost efficient than 
sports like hockey. 
"It's a lot cheaper than hockey 
and the equipment [costs] practically 
nothing. Registration fees are getting 
a little higher ... [but] it is less time 
consuming than hockey. I don't 
know exactly what is being done for 
advertising, but it seems to be getting 
out there." 
Achtereekte has no doubt that the 
sport will gain popularity in years to come. 
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Royals update 
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By Josh Martin, Sports Editor 
The Royals men's soccer team increased their record to 8-1-1 with a 2-0 win over the UNBC 
Timberwolves this past weekend. They 
now have 25 points in 10 games played 
and are still riding the wave as the 
first place team in the standings. Next 
weekend they will be playing their final 
two regular season games against the 
Quest Kermodes on Saturday at 2:00 
p.m. in Quest and the Langara Falcons 
at 3:30p.m. for a Sunday match at 
the BCIT campus in Burnaby. The 
Kermodes are second-to-last in Group 
A with a l-4-5 record and seven points 
while the Falcons are third with a 3-3-4 
record and 12 points. 
The Royals women's soccer team 
was also successful this past weekend 
recording their third win of the season 
with a 3-0 shutout victory against 
the UNBC Timberwolves. They are 
currently in fourth place in Group 
A with a 3-1-6 record and 10 points. 
Next weekend they will be facing the 
Quest Kermodes in a 12 p.m. match 
on Saturday at Quest and then on 
Sunday will be squaring off against 
the Langara Falcons at 1:30 p.m. at 
the BCIT campus. The Falcons occupy 
the second position in Group A with a 
6-0-4 record and 18 points while the 
Kermodes sit in third place with a 5-2-3 
record and 17 points. 
Stay tuned for next week's issue 
for another round of updates; and be 
sure to check out the games! · 
Getting up to snuff with the Royals 
By Dylan Hackett, Staff Writer 
While the Royals' soccer season is at its peak of intensity leading 
up to the PACWEST Provincial 
Championships at UBC Okanagan 
in Kelowna on the October 28-30 
weekend and the CCAA National 
Championships being held in Quebec 
City, a host of other Royals teams 
are kicking off their 2011-2012 this 
October. 
The Royals volleyball season 
started this past weekend with the 
women's team taking two unfortunate 
defeats to the University of the Fraser 
Valley Cascades. Men's team played 
a mirror suite of games also against 
UFV and fared better with a loss on 
Friday night and a win to end the 
weekend on Saturday. Next week 
the women and men play twin away 
games at Capilano against their Blues 
on both Friday and Saturday with 
matches commencing at 6:00 p.m. 
and 7:45 p.m. respectively. Douglas 
hosts the PACWEST Volleyball 
Provincial Championships this 
season on the 23-25 of February 2012 
at the New Westminster Campus. 
Currently in swing is the 2011 
CCAA Golf Championships which 
are being hosted by Holland College 
of Charlottetown, Prince Edward 
Island with Douglas College being 
represented by 2011 PACWEST 
Golfer of the Year, Kate Weir. 
Updates and results will be posted 
on the CCAA Golf website: www. 
ccaagolt201l.ca. The tournament 
runs from the 18-21 of October on 
the Brudenell River Golf Course in 
Roseneath. 
The Royals badminton season 
begins this weekend with the first 
of three PACWEST tournaments 
being played out at Vancouver Island 
University Campus in Nanaimo 
on October 21 and 22. The third 
tournament of the season will be 
held at David Lam Campus at 
the adjacent Pinetree Secondary 
gymnasium on the 28-29 of January, 
2012. Both provincial and national 
championships are to be held at 
Thompson Rivers University in 
Karnloops on February 18-19,2012 
and March 1-3,2012 respectively. 
In November, Royals basketball 
starts with the men playing their 
first game against the UNBC 
Timberwolves in Prince George. The 
home opener will be at 8:00p.m. 
on Friday, November 18 against 
the Vancouver Island University 
Mariners. The women's team will 
play mirror games with their home 
opener on the same night but at 6:00 
p.m. 
For continuous updates on 
Douglas College Athletics, follow @ 
RoyalsAthletics on Twitter. 
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ConucksCorner--------~ 
By Josh Martin, Sports Editor 
W ith four games into the regular season both goaltenders, Roberto 
Luongo and Cory Schneider, have 
split the games at two apiece-
resulting in one win and three losses, 
including a shootout loss against the 
Pittsburgh Penguins. It is quite evident 
that Coach Alain Vigneault has 
expressed an undeniable confidence 
in backup goaltender 'Schneids' after 
such a break-out season last year (with 
a 16-4-3 record, a 2.23 Goals against 
average and a .929 Save Percentage), 
and it looks as though we'll be seeing 
a lot more of him come the rest of this 
season ... especially if Luongo doesn't 
pick up his working boots soon and 
continues to flop like a frightened fish 
on the ice whenever the opponent gets 
the puck. Jokes ... but seriously. 
Luongo has been known for his 
slow starts to the season over the 
course of his career, so it might not 
be the best thing to judge him that 
harshly until November rolls around. 
Especially only after two games. After 
all, he did finish last season with an 
impressive career best 38-15-7 record, 
2.11 Goals Against Average, and a 
.928 Save Percentage, not to mention 
coming within one win of winning the 
Stanley Cup: something that everyone 
seems to forget as soon as he has a 
bad game. Although, with that being 
said, these slow starts over the past 
several years are beginning to get old. 
It's almost expected that Vancouver 
will struggle right out of the starting 
gates to start the season now because 
of Luongo's notorious s~ow starts. 
It's nagging and worrisome, that's for 
sure. 
/ 
he has played into October, number 
35 has back-stopped the Canucks 
to their first win of the season with 
a 3-2 victory over the Columbus 
Blue Jackets, in a game where the 
Canucks didn't deserve to win. He 
stopped Blue Jackets rookie Maksim 
Mayorov's penalty-shot oppo~ty 
which could have pl.}.t the game away 
"Schneider is showing promise with his impressive numbers in his 
first two games with a .935 SV% and a 2.03 GAA, while Luongo isn't 
looking too hot with a 3.90 GAA and a .855 SV% in his first two starts." 
But now it's a completely 
different story because the Canucks 
have options. They have two 
legitimate bona fide goaltenders. 
Schneider, the 25-year-old young 
buck has come to the stage in his 
career where he is ready to be an 
NHL starting goaltender. And with 
this year being the last on his contract 
and Luongo having 11 more years left 
on his, it doesn't take a genius to se,e 
that in this particular situation it is 
expected that 'Schneids' will not be 
returning to Vancouver next year. 
But one cannot help but think 
that at age 25 and with the way he 
is playing, Schneider has a lot more 
promise than Luongo, who is 32 and 
in 11 years (when his contract ends) 
will be 43 years of age. Not only that, 
but so far with the two games that 
but instead ignited a 3-2 comeback. 
What a guy. The 2-0 loss against the 
Detroit Red Wings could hardly be 
blamed on him, as he made 35 saves 
and at times stood on his head. 
Schneider is showing promise 
with his impressive numbers in his 
first two games with a .935 SV% 
and a 2.03 GAA, while Luongo isn't 
looking too hot with a 3.90 GAA and 
a .855 SV% in his first two starts. 
Perhaps this competitive friendly 
goaltender controversy will spark a 
healthy drive for both players which 
might be exactly what Alain Vigneault 
is looking for down the stretch. 
Just take a look at the Boston 
Bruins coach Claude Julien's 
philosophy. He has publicly said that 
they have two number one goaltendeis 
with Tim Thomas and Tuuka Rask, 
even though Thomas dominated last 
season winning the Conn Smythe 
Trophy as the most valuable player 
to his team in the playoffs, the Vezina 
Trophy as the goaltender who is 
adjudged to be the best at his position, 
and, oh how could I forget... the 
Stanley Cup. 
"I think a lot .of it is just like last 
year. We started off with two guys 
that we called number one goaltenders 
and they're still in my mind, [both] 
number one-calibre goaltenders," 
Julien said. "But as you saw Timmy 
just took off and you have to ride the 
hot hand. The same thing happens 
~his year; we've got two goaltenders 
that are, in my eyes, number one 
goalte.nders." 
Now, I'm not saying that this 
is the right way to go about with 
both goaltenders- but it's worth 
a shot isn't it? Especially with the 
fact that both Luongo and Schneider 
took home the Jennings award as 
the goaltending tandem that allowed 
the fewest amount of goals in the 
NHL last year. A little friendly 
competition never hurt anyone, and 
with this looking like it's the last 
year the Canucks will have two 
legitimate number one goalies in the 
organization, for a while at least, it 
might be the best shot we have at 
making it back that long windy road 
to the Stanley Cup Finals. 
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By David Hollinshead 
T he self-proclaimed "dream team" that is the 2011/2012 Philadelphia Eagles is a fraud. 
The Eagles seem to bathe themselves 
in controversy in more· recent years, 
but that would all be overlooked if 
they won a championship. title or two · 
in the past few years. With everyone 
expecting that this was going to be 
their year, the high-powered Eagles 
tripped coming out of the gates, and by 
week six may have already ended their 
season at 1-4. 
You may wonder, "with a team 
playing so bad, how c~uld they be 
a dream team?" Let's go through 
the steps. A couple years ago, after 
quarterback Michael Vick was released 
from prison for his role in a dog 
fighting ring, the Eagles under heavy 
controversy gave the once-superstar a 
second chance in the NFL just for his 
upside. The Eagles appeared to already 
be set at the quarterback position, with 
long time veteran Donovan McNabb 
and his apparent heir Kevin Kolb. 
Circumstances forced Vick into a 
starting role and never looked ba<:k. 
The Eagles shopped both other 
quarterbacks away, believing they 
found the face of their franchise. 
Vick plays an unconventional style 
of quarterback. While teams may be 
content with a Tom Brady or Peyton 
Manning who stand in the pocket and 
chuck passes, Vick is a dual threat with 
a rocket arm and is faster than most 
players in the league and can get it 
done running the ball. To add to their 
firepower, the Eagles signed former 
Miami Dolphins star running back 
Ronnie Brown to compliment their 
other star running back LeSean McCoy. 
But wait, there's more! The Eagles 
signed the talented wide receiver Steve 
Smith from divjsion rival, the New 
22 
York Giants. The Eagles were already 
set at receiver with two young stars 
Jeremy Maclin and DeSean Jackson 
and a decent tight end in Bret Celek. 
The Eagles also have a decent offensive 
line, including Canadian rookie Danny 
Watkins. 
On paper, the Eagles offence 
looked like one that could be so 
versatile and unpredictable that 
defences would be hard-pressed to stop 
them. Instead, this offence has made 
mistake after mistake and ends up 
turning the ball over more often than 
not. 
On defence, the Eagles signed 
two stars to go with their already solid 
front four with defensive tackle Mike 
Patterson and defensive end Trent Cole: 
former Tennessee Titans defensive end 
Jason Babin and former Green Bay 
P.acker defensive tackle Cullen Jenkins. 
The Eagles also signed arguably the 
best cornerback in the league with 
Nnamdi Asomugha, and acquired up-
and-comer cornerback Dominique 
Rodgers-Cromartie, ~bile having pro-
bowler Asante Samuel already on the 
roster. 
During the shortened training 
camp this year, several Eagles players 
were proclaiming themselves the 
"dream team," and felt unstoppable, 
ready to bring coach Andy Reid his first 
Super Bowl. Reid took the team to one 
Super Bowl in his tenure, and lost to 
the New England Patriots. Reid would 
be considered a Hall of Fame-candidate 
coach with great regular season 
success, but without a ring, it makes his 
case that much harder. 
Since posting such mediocre 
numbers, Vick has already come 
out and dismissed the "dream team" 
phenomenon and insists that no 
one refer to the title anymore. After 
all these signings, he could also be 
out of a job if the Eagles don't start 
performing. With all of these high-
priced transactions, it has left the 
Eagles with several holes on their roster 
and unable to afford luxuries such 
as proven special teams . The Eagles 
defence has arguably one of the worst · 
linebacker corps in the league, after 
cutting solid players to make room for 
unneeded stars. They had to let long 
time kicker David Akers go •. and are 
now going with two rookies for their 
kicking/punting duties. Alex Henery 
and Chas Henry (you can't make this 
stuff up) have already shown that their 
inexperience is costly. Henery has a 
field goal percentage of a meagre 75 
per cent, while Henry has been decent 
with a 41.5 yard average per punt. His 
average doesn't show off how solid 
he's been after a poor showing against 
Buffalo where he only averaged 36 
yards a punt. 
With all this star power, the Eagles 
have been left with scraps when it 
comes to depth. When it seemed as 
though Vick was going to miss a week, 
backup Vince Young would've taken 
over, and with his history of being 
a first round bust and the dramatics 
surrounding him in Tennessee, it 
doesn't look bright. 
The Eagles offensive tackles 
injuries have also resulted in Vick 
being pressured and throwing passes he 
doesn't want to. It also forced Watkins 
into action, where he's looked solid. 
Injuries to the defensive line have 
also plagued the Eagles. Their two 
top strong safeties are also injured, 
leaving them little help on an already 
pedestrian back end. 
It'll be a huge ;.veek in week six against 
the division rival Washington Redskins. 
If the Eagles don't win, their post 
season hopes are realistically over, 
and coaching moves may be the next 
overhaul that the organization will 
have to address. 
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